EoP TRC: EoP UN SciCult Law Resolution: Shut Down Swamp Economy

Request Consent / Edits / Objections:

SHUT DOWN PONZI SWAMP ECONOMY
[eop-sdwipecon1]

Summary of Transition to EoP Next Economy:
[1]

Community Solution: Power of Community: How Cuba Survived Peak Oil2:

The breakup of the Soviet Union in the 1990’s created a major economic crisis in
Cuba known as the special period. So we have from 1982 to 1983 a freefall of the
economy of 34% of GDP, gross domestic product. When I tell you freefall of the
economy, try to imagine an aeroplane suddenly lose their engines. It was really a
crash. Cuba lost 80% of its export and import markets. Oil imports dropped by more
than half, buses stopped running, factories closed, electricity blackouts were
common and food was scarce. People almost starved. In reality when this all began
urban gardening was a necessity. People had to start cultivating vegetables
wherever they could. Over the next decade Cuba took drastic steps to find solutions.
It is the first country to face the crisis that we will all face, the peak oil crisis.
[2]

Industrial Economy Powerdown: Next Economy: Transition from

Globalization to Eco-localism3: Energy: Rolling blackouts as coal / nuclear plants
are progressively shut down. Agriculture: Conversion to soil regenerative low tech
organic, permaculture, urban gardens; composting of manure and dead animals &
humans; rewilding and reforestation of nature corridors. Transport: Animal drawn
transport, bicycles, sailboats and walking. Trade: For emergency products only.
Science and schooling: Education concentrates on practical ego/eco literacy
cooperative soil low tech sustainable agrarian economy survival skills.
[3]
[3.1]

EoP Axis Nationalization of Individuals Property:
All individuals owning property greater than the EoP allotted ecofootprint [eop-footprint4] ration will have their property, in excess of the
property ration nationalized.

http://eop-nwo-sco.tygae.org.za/eop-nwo-scp/sd-wip-econ/
archive.is/hWAdA
The Community Solution: Power of Community: How Cuba Survived Peak Oil
http://www.communitysolution.org/films/the-power-of-community-how-cuba-survived-peak-oil
Transcript: http://ss-defcon.tygae.org.za/2006/05/14-may-cs-poccuba/
3 Tompkins Conservation: Next Economy: Transition from Globalization to Eco-localism
http://ss-defcon.tygae.org.za/2015/07/11-jul-tc-nexteconomy/
4 http://eop-nwo-sco.tygae.org.za/eop-nwo-scp/eop-footprint/
archive.is/Guli3
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[3.2]

An EoP allotted eco-footprint ration of nationalized property shall be
provided to any citizen who has no property; who has signed their
responsible freedom [responsible-freedom5] oath, who is eighteen or older
– five years or older upon written request by the individual – for their
guaranteed lifetime use; to enable them to sustain their most basic
shelter, food and water needs; and engage with neighbours into local food
production cooperatives; to begin the process of rebuilding local
cooperative tribal responsible freedom communities.

[4]
[4.1]

EoP Axis Nationalization of Banks & Corporations:
The property of all Banks from Bank of International Settlements; InterAmerican Development Bank; APRACA: Asia-Pacific Rural to the
Agriculture Credit Association; to traded and privately owned
corporations shall be nationalized. The Derivatives Market will go
through bankruptcy proceedings and both the Derivatives Market and
Stock Exchanges will be shut down.

[4.2]

The EoP Economy shall be based upon already mined gold and
ultimately a resource mix based currency standard; where all lending /
borrowing and/or bartering is to be limited to consumption and
production of non-renewable and renewable natural resources below
ecological carrying capacity limits [eop-footprint6].

[5]
[5.1]

Pensions and Social Security:
Notification to citizens that all state and corporate pensions will be
cancelled by end of landreform deadline date. All corporate employees,
including current or former pension holders; who do not own any
property; who sign responsible freedom oath shall be provided with an
EoP allotted eco-footprint ration of nationalized property; for their use; to
enable them to sustain their most basic shelter, food and water needs;
and engage with neighbours into local food production cooperatives; to
begin the process of rebuilding local cooperative tribal responsible
freedom communities. Their pension will be paid for the first six months
of their transition towards becoming low tech agrarian farmers,
whereupon it will expire.

[6]

5
6

Nuclear Weapons and Nuclear Energy Facilities:

http://eop-nwo-sco.tygae.org.za/eop-nwo-scp/responsible-freedom/
archive.is/rXzYe
http://eop-nwo-sco.tygae.org.za/eop-nwo-scp/eop-footprint/
archive.is/Guli3
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[6.1]

All IAEA: International Atomic Energy Agency member states are to
immediately draw up a report detailing how they commit to the
progressive decommission – management of national rolling blackouts of all their Nuclear Weapons and Energy facilities; within five years [eopdenuke-defn.tygae.org.za].

[6.2]

World Coal Association: All member corporations are to immediately
draw up a report detailing how they intend to support the orderly
termination and closure of all coal mining and energy production with a
Production Footprint above ecological renewable/non renewable carrying
capacity limits; i.e. all future coal exploitation and production of nonrenewable and renewable natural resources must be limited to below
Ecological Carrying Capacity limits.

Global EoP SciCult intn-law Implementation:
[1]

Immediate legislative global implementation:

[1.1]

One Child Law [one-child-law7]

[1.2]

Land Reform Claim [eop-landreform8]:

A.

[2]

Minister of Justice and Land Reform files land reform claim notice: All
individuals and organizations property - above and beyond the property
ration level for that eco-region – will be nationalized by the state.
6 – 12 months legislative global emergency implementation deadline:

[2.1]
A.

[2.2]
A.
[2.3]

Shut down of Global Swamp Economy [eop-sdwipecon9]:
Minister of Finance & Commerce file Notice of Shut down of Global
Swamp Economy: Central Banks ordered to arrange for global debt relief;
stock exchanges notified they will be shutdown by deadline date. Put
simply: global economy goes into organized global debt relief bankruptcy.
Denuclearization [eop-denuke-defn10]:
Minister of Energy: Nuclear engineers ordered to arrange orderly closure
of nuclear power plants.
Dept of Education: Ego / Eco Literacy & Permaculture classes:

http://ss-defcon.tygae.org.za/2010/07/humans-an-endangered-species-v/ archive.fo/qnrNz
http://eop-nwo-sco.tygae.org.za/eop-nwo-scp/land-reform/
archive.is/2c9XD
9 http://eop-nwo-sco.tygae.org.za/eop-nwo-scp/sd-wip-econ/
archive.is/hWAdA
10 http://eop-nwo-sco.tygae.org.za/eop-denuke-defn/
archive.is/ofrGD
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A.

Individuals voluntarily attend Ego / Eco literacy, and organic /
permaculture / urban gardening classes; to prepare them with self
sufficient low tech survival skills.

[2.4]

Land Reform [eop-landreform11]:

[2.5]

Minister of Environment & Education:

A.

[2.6]

Footprint scientists to setup a simple easy to understand Global Land
Footprint database to formalize carrying capacity footprint [eopfootprint12] limits for the different eco-regions. Upon the deadline date, it
shall be known how many Responsible Freedom oaths citizens there are in
the nation. Each eco-region’s footprint will determine the size of a
responsible freedom citizen in that eco-regions property ration [propertyration13].
Minister of Justice, Land Reform and Health:

A.

Minister of Justice to setup a Responsible Freedom Oath Database: All
citizens can voluntarily sign their Responsible Freedom [responsiblefreedom14] Oaths. If they (a) own land; they can keep as much of their land
property; within the confines of the property ration [property-ration15] for
that eco-region, whatever is above the eco-region property ration level will
be (i) immediately nationalized if or where it is needed for citizens who do
not have land and have signed their responsible freedom oaths, starting
with nationalization of the properties who have the largest excess above
the property ration; (ii) will be nationalized on deadline date for
reforestation rewilding; (b) do not own land, they will be given a property
ration of land from nationalized land; within the confines of the property
ration for the particular eco-region of such property ration; to use to
enable their shelter and survival self-sufficiency to enable the rebuilding
of a relocalized low-tech organic agrarian sustainable future. .

B.

Pro Se Responsible Freedom Oath Courts: All citizens who object to
signing their responsible freedom oaths, can file an objection on their own
behalf, where they can provide a court with evidence as to the reasons for
their objections. If their objections are scientifically based proving errors
in EoP Scientific and Cultural law recommended international law, EoP
law is amended in accordance to such evidence.

http://eop-nwo-sco.tygae.org.za/eop-nwo-scp/land-reform/
archive.is/2c9XD
http://eop-nwo-sco.tygae.org.za/eop-nwo-scp/eop-footprint/
archive.is/Guli3
13 http://eop-nwo-sco.tygae.org.za/eop-nwo-scp/property-ration/
archive.fo/AWxH8
14 http://eop-nwo-sco.tygae.org.za/eop-nwo-scp/responsible-freedom/
archive.is/rXzYe
15 http://eop-nwo-sco.tygae.org.za/eop-nwo-scp/property-ration/
archive.fo/AWxH8
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16

C.

Minister of Health: Humane and Orderly Assisted Suicide: All citizens
who (a) do not intend to sign their responsible freedom oaths; (b) do not
intend to file a pro se legal objection detailing their reasons for their
refusal; (c) are to be provided with help from doctors, psychologists, social
workers at the Minister of Health, if or where so requested to plan their
assisted suicide departure, to enable orderly and humane departure, prior
to the deadline date.

D.

Minister of Corrections: Prisoner Release [prisoner-pardon.tygae.org.za16]:
Prisoners who (a) voluntarily sign responsible freedom oaths are granted
property ration on early release; (b) who decline to sign responsible
freedom oaths: provided help; including family visits to say good bye to
their family; prior to their assisted suicide departure.

http://eop-nwo-sco.tygae.org.za/eop-nwo-scp/prisoner-pardon/

archive.fo/rXKVD

